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First Aid Emergency Sign - Sobex
Spill Response Kit 300 x 225 mm

Poly
Product Images
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Short Description

Sobex spill response kit signage, size: 300 x 225 mm, material: polypropylene. White Text and Symbol on a
green background. Notify and direct employees to the location of your workplaces Spill Kit. Durable
Polypropylene signage that is suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Description

1.6mm flexible weather resistant polypropylene. Highly recommended for outdoor use. UV stable and resists
fading and cracking for up to 5 years. Poly is fully recyclable and made from 70% recycled material. Standard
with rounded corners and mounting holes.

WHY POLY SIGNS ARE VALUE FOR MONEY!
Lasts longer than flute & metal (will outlast flute up to 7 times).
Five year outdoor guarantee.
Flexible - wonâ€™t dent or crease.
Cheaper than metal.
Canâ€™t be pulled off fences like flute.
Comes with rounded corners and mounting holes.
Easy to handle and put up no sharp corners.
Warranty 5 year replacement

Sobex Spill Response Kit sign measuring 300 x 225 mm in size, made from Polypropylene. Featuring a white
symbol and bold white text on a green background.

A durable sign for indoor and outdoor use, with a UV stable coating that resists fading and cracking.

Polypropylene is fully recyclable material, made from 70% recycled material. Comes standard with rounded
corners and mounting holes. Complies with AS1319:1994.

Jaybro is a manufacturer of danger, warning and safety signage. Our manufacturing facilities enable us the
capability to custom make signs to suit any requirements.

If you can't find the sign you need, or need a customised version of a stock sign, Call, email or live chat us
now! we have helped thousands of customers fill their unique signage needs.

Poly signs are more durable and UV resistant which will mean that they will last longer than any other
options. Saving you time and money not having to replace broken, lost or faded safety signs

The advantages of polypropylene signs; they are UV stable and resists fading and cracking for up to 5 years.
lasts longer than Coreflute and metal (will outlast Coreflute up to 7 times). they are flexible, they won't dent
or crease and are cheaper than metal. They can't be pulled off fences like flute, yet are easy to handle.
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Additional Information

SKU 02-E014C

U.O.M EA

Mounting Type Mounting Holes

Legend Style Text

Arrow Direction No Arrow

Material Poly

Dimensions 300 x 225 mm

Width 300 mm

Height 225 mm
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